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Tsunamis are caused by sudden 

movements in the Earth’s crust such as 

an earthquake under the sea or 

ocean.  A large wave is created and 

when it hits land it can cause 

widespread devastation to a local 

area and many casualties. These large 

waves are so powerful that they can 

sweep away whole buildings and 

even complete villages.  The places 

on Earth which are most at risk from 

tsunamis are coastal villages. In 

powerful tsunamis the buildings are 

often too weak to withstand such a 

powerful wave. Many people can be 

drowned if they haven’t moved to 

high enough ground.  

 

 

 

Tsunamis 

Waves as high as a two storey building 

can move across the surface of a sea 

or ocean at speeds of up to 500 miles 

per hour. Waves of up to 30m have 

been recorded, but usually tsunami 

waves are no more than 3m high. They 

usually last for a few hours or even 

days with multiple large waves 

happening close together. 

 

Earthquakes 

When an earthquake happens under 

the sea it can be followed by a large 

build up on water. Earthquakes which 

are quite shallow below the ocean 

floor are usually more likely to cause a 

tsunami than a quake which is deep in 

the crust. A tsunami wave can happen 

minutes after the earthquake but it 

may take a while before it hits land. 

There can be noticeable signs that a 

tsunami is about to hit even if a 

warning siren hasn’t gone off. A 

warning that a tsunami is about to 

strike is when the water on the 

coastline unusually moves very far 

away from the land. Fish will be left 

behind and even whole coral reefs 

exposed.  

 

New Zealand 

 

On 13th November 2016 a powerful 

earthquake struck off the coast of 

New Zealand, close to the city of 

Christchurch. Initial reports suggested 

that the quake was a magnitude 7.8 

on the Richter scale and it hit just after 

midnight local time.  

The first tsunami wave hit the New 

Zealand coast around 2 hours after 

the initial earthquake. A 2.5m wave 

was measured by a gauge which was 

located over 100 miles North of 

Christchurch. Even larger waves, up to 

5m high were predicted to hit in 

southern areas of the country. Other 

islands which lie off the New Zealand 

mainland were also warned about the 

risk of tsunami waves hitting their 

homes. 
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In 2011 Christchurch was hit by a very 

powerful earthquake which caused 

large amount of damage and 

fatalities. That earthquake killed and 

injured hundreds of people. It took 

years to rebuild the city after the 

February 2011 quake which measured 

only 6.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Boxing Day 2004 

The Boxing Day of 2014 became 

infamous not only for a large 

earthquake which hit just off the west 

coast of Sumatra, but for the tsunami 

waves which followed. It was the most 

powerful tsunami on record. The 

waves spread out across the Indian 

Ocean and caused widespread 

devastation to many communities 

living by the coast. Many different 

countries were affected by this 

tsunami including Sri Lanka, Indonesia 

and the Maldives. Hundreds of 

thousands of people lost their lives and 

many more lost their homes and 

possessions. 

 

 

Devastating Tsunamis 
 

Earthquakes happen underwater 

every year all around the world. 

However not all those which happen 

underwater can actually cause 

tsunamis.  

 

Countries hit by powerful 

tsunamis 

 

 

 

 

Facts 
 

 On average two tsunami 

happen every year. 

 Every 15 years on average a 

very powerful and destructive 

tsunami hits ocean wide. 

 Not all earthquakes which 

happen under water will cause 

a tsunami. 

 

 

 

 

Country Year Fatalities 

Sumatra, 

Indonesia 

December 

2004 

240000 

North 

Pacific 

Coast, 

Japan 

March 2011 18000 
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Worksheet 

1) Highlight every country which is mentioned in the factsheet. Look at the map of 

the world above, then find out the location of each country and label it using an 

arrow pointing to it and writing its name. 

 

2) Find out and describe what could be happening underneath the ocean floor to 

cause a tsunami. 

 

 

 

3) Find out about and describe where another devastating tsunami hit which 

caused large causalities and hasn’t been mentioned in the factsheet. (Hint- it 

probably happened a long time ago)  

 

 

 

 

4) Produce a factsheet explaining to people how they can identify a tsunami is 

about to hit. You should also explain what people should do if they are on land or on 

water when the tsunami is about to hit. 

 


